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;LEXWSVXSJMQEKIMWE(MQEKI#&VMXX7EPZIWIRƅW[SRHIVJYP

[LSRIIHWERMQEKIXLEXTIVJIGXP]VITVSHYGIWMX#8LITIV-

GEXEPSKYI JSV LIV  0%'1% I\LMFMXMSR ( (SYFPI :MWMSR

JIGXMQEKIF]JYPƼPPMRKXLIMHIEPSJVITVIWIRXEXMSRFVMRKWXLI

YWIJYPP] EVXMGYPEXIW XLI ( MQEKI MRXS ƼZI GEXIKSVMIW 7XI-

ZIV] TVSGIWW SJ VITVIWIRXEXMSR MRXS UYIWXMSR 3PMZIV ;IR-

reo pairs; Anaglyph; Polarization; Lenticular and Holography

dell Holmes sr., inventor of the most popular form of ste-

Salvesen, 2018, p. 1 Undoubtedly, one could subdivide fur-

VISWGSTI ERH SRI MXW ƼVWX XLISVMWXW IRZMWMSRIH XLI GSRWI-

XLIVSVGVIEXIEPXIVREXIGEXIKSVMIWFYXXLMWTEVWMRKSJXLIƼIPH

quences of such a perfect image wryly: “Form is henceforth

reveals a key aspect of my question: 3-D images are images

divorced from matter. In fact, matter as a visible object is of

created through particular optical processes and devices. To

RSKVIEXYWIER]PSRKIVI\GITXEWXLIQSYPHSR[LMGLJSVQ

YWIEXIVQ-[MPPHIƼRIPEXIVXLI(MQEKIMWEXIGLRSPSKMGEP

is shaped. Give us a few negatives of a thing worth seeing,

image.

taken from different points of view, and that is all we want
of it. Pull it down or burn it up, if you please.Ɖ Holmes, 1980,

-RXLMWTETIV-[MPPRSXTVMQEVMP]I\TPSVIXLIXIGLRMGEPMRXVMGE-

p. 80 . Salvesen is well aware of the aporia that the pursuit

cies or varieties of 3-D, but rather discuss 3-D images UYE

SJ XLI TIVJIGX MQEKI IRXEMPW 7LI GMXIW .SVKI 0YMW &SVKIWƅ

MQEKIW 7EPZIWIRƅW MRXVSHYGIW LIV GEXEPSKYI [MXL E TLVEWI

famous description of the “Map of the Empire whose size

XLEXMRHMGEXIWLS[LMKLXLIWXEOIWMRHIƼRMRKXLI(MQEKI

was that of the Empire and which coincided point for point

can be. She talks about: “The quest for a perfect image –

with itƉ Salvesen, 2018, p. 124 1 However, rather than see-

that captures reality as it is perceived in full chromatic and

MRKXLITEVEHS\SJXLITIVJIGXMQEKIEWEHIEHIRH-FIPMIZI

volumetric detailƉ Salvesen, 2018, p. 9 8LMWWLSVXLERHHIƼ-

it can open up new ways of thinking about what an image

nition of the perfect image has been rattling around in some

is and that the 3-D image allows us to rethink the nature of

form for decades – if not longer. Film theorist Andre Bazin

representation in our technological era.

called this “the myth of total cinema”, which, he claimed, the
various inventors of motion pictures had already envisioned

The initial claim made for the 3-D image emphasised its re-

at the close of the nineteenth century: “in their imaginations

EPMWQ XLI SFZMSYW FYX RSX WS IEWMP] HIWGVMFIH  UYEPMX] SJ

8LMWTETIVWIIOWXSI\TPSVIXLIEQFMKYMXMIWSJXLIHIZMGIWSJWXIVISWGSTMGMQEKIV]FSXLQSZMRKERHWXMPP7MRGIXLIMRZIRXMSRSJXLI

they saw the cinema as a total and complete representation

the perfect image. 3-D images seem to offer a fusion of the

WXIVISWGSTIXLIVILEWFIIRXLIGPEMQXLEXWXIVISWGSTMGMQEKIWKEZIEQSVIGSQTPIXIVITVIWIRXEXMSRSJXLIMVSFNIGXWF]EHHMRKER

of reality; they saw in a trice the reconstruction of a perfect il-

visual image with a virtual sense of tactility, of solidity and

ETTIEVERGISJXLVIIHMQIRWMSREPMX],S[IZIVMXLEWEPWSFIIREGORS[PIHKIHXLEXWXIVISWGST]GVIEXIWQIVIP]ERSTXMGEPMPPYWMSRSJ

lusion of the outside world in sound, color, and reliefƉ Bazin,

relief, implying we could reach out and touch the objects we

 8LITYVWYMXSJXLITIVJIGXMQEKILEWFIIRRSXSRP]ER

see. Publicity for 3-D devices claim that they capture the

HMWGYWWMSRSJWXIVISWGST]MR8LI8IGLRMUYIWSJXLI3FWIVZIVXSXLILMWXSV](ƼPQWXLMWTETIVI\TPSVIWLS[XLIXIRWMSRFIX[IIR

eternal myth, but also an actual technological project. Yet it

way our eyes see the world. The slogan for the photograph-

ERMPPYWMSRMWXETTVSEGLSJJSSPMRKXLIWIRWIWMRXSFIPMIZMRKERMQEKIERHERSYXVMKLXGLEPPIRKIXSVITVIWIRXEXMSR[LMGLJSWXIVWXLI

creates its own contradictions. If we have the perfect image,

ic device of the Stereo Realist 3-D system introduced in the

[LEXRIIHMWXLIVIJSVXLISVMKMREP#3VMJ[ILEZIXLISVMKMREP

late 1940s is revealing: “The camera that sees the same as

Abstract

XLVIIHMQIRWMSREPMX]SRI[LMGLTVIWIRXWMXWS[RTIVGITXYEPEQFMKYMXMIW1SZMRKJVSQXLIMWWYIWVEMWIHF].SREXLER'VEV]MRLMW

GSRXVEHMGXMSRWSJWXIVISWGSTMGMQEKIWLEWQEHI(EH]REQMGEIWXLIXMGJSVQ-[MPPHMWGYWWFSXLGSQQIVGMEPƼPQWWYGLEWXLI
PEXI8VERWJSVQIVWWIVMIWEW[IPPEWEZERXKEVHI[SVOWF]/IR.EGSFERH8LI3TIR)RHIH+VSYT 1EVG(S[RMIERH4EYP/EMWIV ɸ
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youƉ Drysdale, 2018, p.100 . This seems simply to claim

to be no mediation, no canvas that separates us from what

The Technological image can be described as a virtual image,

%VXLMWXSVMER.SREXLER'VEV]ƅWEGGSYRXSJXLIWXIVISWGSTIMR

that the photograph perfectly reproduces human eyesight.

MW VITVIWIRXIH &YX TEVEHS\MGEPP] XLI WYTTSWIHP] VIEPMWX (

a term which has a variety of meanings. I will deal primarily

8IGLRMUYIWSJXLI3FWIVZIVreconsidered its supposed realist

But in their publicity another claim underlies this: “the Stereo

image never lets you forget that it is an SRP] an image. Take

with the concept of the virtual as it has developed in relation

effect 'VEV]   'VEV]ƅW EVGLISPSK] SJ XLI WXIVISWGSTMG

Realist system is different from other cameras”. Thus the

XLI WXIVISWGSTI EW SYV GPIEVIWX I\EQTPI MX VIQEMRW FIJSVI

to digital media. The 3\JSVH)RKPMWLDMGXMSREV] 3)( gives this

HIZMGIW SJ 'LEVPIW ;LIEXWXSRI 7MV (EZMH &VI[WXIV ,SPQIW

uniqueness of a 3-D image is not just that it matches our

us, even rests in our hand. The device is not the image, but it

HIƼRMXMSRYRHIVXLIWYFGEXIKSV]SJ'SQTYXMRK “Not physical-

and others, demonstrated that the device came out of the

vision, but that the image it produces is HMJJIVIRX from other

indisputably causes us to see it. The image is an effect of the

P]I\MWXMRKEWWYGLFYXQEHIF]WSJX[EVIXSETTIEVXSHSWS

RMRIXIIRXL GIRXYV] WGMIRXMƼG I\TPSVEXMSR SJ XLI TL]WMSPSK]

images. Rather subtly, this claim switches our focus from

HIZMGI;IGERRSXKIXE[E]JVSQMX

from the point of view of the program or the user.”

of vision that Crary calls “subjective vision”, images we see

8LMW XLIR MW Q] [SVOMRK HIƼRMXMSR SJ XLI XIGLRSPSKMGEP MQ-

But the tIVQ LEW HIITIV VSSXW ERH I\MWXIH PSRK FIJSVI XLI

WYGL EW EJXIVMQEKIW 8LMW WGMIRXMƼG I\EQMREXMSR SJ ZMWMSR

EKISJ[LMGLXLI(MQEKIMWSRII\EQTPI

computer. Rob Shield, discussing the Virtual as a “key idea”,

motivated the original construction of the stereoscope, more

observes, “Virtue means the power to produce results, to have

directly than any desire to achieve “the perfect image” of real-

2

capturing the world as we see it, to a claim about the nature
of the image itself.

XLEX QE] LEZI RS QEXIVMEP I\MWXIRGI MR XLI I\XIVMSV [SVPH

7SLS[MWE(MQEKIHMJJIVIRXJVSQSXLIVMQEKIW#4IVLETW
QSWXWMKRMƼGERXP]XLI(MQEKIMWEZMVXYEPMQEKI%W,SPQ-

A class of images produced by a technical viewing device. The

an effect” 7LMIPH ;IFWXIVƅW8LMVH-RXIVREXMSREP(MGXMSR

MWQ%W'VEV]TSMRXWSYXXLIWXIVISWGSTIƅWIJJIGXSJVIPMIJMW

es stressed about the stereograph, in spite of its claim to an

MQEKIƅWQERMJIWXEXMSRWGSRWMWXMRMXWETTIEVERGIERHIJJIGXW

EV]9REFVMHKIH stresses the non-material nature of the virtual,

variable and its depth is different from that found in painting

I\TIVMIRGISJWSPMHMX]ERHMQTPMIHXEGXMPMX]XLIMQEKI[IWIIMW

rather than in being embodied in a material object, such as a

IZIRFIJSVIG]FIVRIXMGWHIƼRMRKMXEWƈVIPEXMRKXSSVTSWWIWW-

or photography: “the fundamental organization of the stereo-

MQQEXIVMEP;ILSPHXLIWXIVISWGSTIMRSYVLERHWFYXXLIMQ-

painting or photograph. It requires an observer, a witnessing

ing a power of acting without the agency of matter.” Thus a

scopic image is TPEREV. ;ITIVGIMZIXLIMRHMZMHYEP IPIQIRXW

EKIMXTVSHYGIWW[MQWFIJSVISYVI]IW;ITIVGIMZIMX]IX[I

subject, but not simply to look at the image; rather the observ-

ZMVXYEPMQEKIMRXLMWGSRXI\XMRHMGEXIWXLIETTIEVERGISJER

EWƽEXGYXSYXJSVQWEVVE]IHEWIMXLIVRIEVIVSVJYVXLIVJVSQ

cannot place it. As Salvesen says, “the stereoscope effected

er must interact with the device so that their perception cre-

image lacking physical embodiment. But besides its immate-

usƉ 'VEV] , p. 123  He concludes: “Thus stereoscopic

the leap from pictorial image to virtual space” Salveson, 2018,

ates the image through the mediation of the technical device.

rial nature, the term stresses it as an effect, its manifestation

relief or depth has no unifying logic or order. If perspective

of the power of the device. The primary meaning of its Latin

implied a homogenous and potentially metric space, the ste-

p. 9  Let us consider the gap that leap clears. The 3-Dimensional image that a stereoscope or a 3-D movie creates is not

The technological image is a perceptual effect triggered by a

root ZMVXYWMWJSVGITS[IVSVIƾGEG] In classical mechanics,

VISWGSTIHMWGPSWIWEJYRHEQIRXEPP]HMWYRMƼIHERHEKKVIKEXI

IQFSHMIHXLEXMW[IGERRSXLSPHMXMRSYVLERH8LIHIƼRMRK

device designed for that purpose. It uses aspects of human

ZMVXYW was the Latin translation of the Greek term įૢғȞષȝȢ Hʱ-

ƼIPH SJ HMWNYRGX IPIQIRXWƉ 'VEV] JSVIKVSYRHW XLI [E] XLI

reaction to a 3-D image is to attempt to touch or grasp it – or

ZMWYEPTIVGITXMSRXSTVSHYGIERMQEKI[MXLWTIGMƼGUYEPMXMIW

namis  a conception of power as potential, distinct from an

WXIVISWGSTIMRXIVVIPEXIWEPPTSMRXWSJXLIXVMERKPIXLEXHIƼRI

ward it off as it emerges towards us, – an attempt that always

relief in the case of 3-D images. My principle point about the

actually operating force. Virtue referred to power MRTSXIRXME,

the technological image: the human perceiving subject, the

HIPMKLXJYPP]JEMPW-[SYPHGPEMQXLEXXLMWYRGERR]I\TIVMIRGISJ

nature of the technological image lies in its triangular relation-

a power lurking within or behind things. Thinking of the 3-D

technological device and the images they produce in concert.

perceptual contradiction – there, and yet, RSXXLIVIƁHIƼRIWE

ship: not just an image as a representation of something else,

image less as a representation, than as an effect, opens up a

The optical devices of the mid-nineteenth century therefore

core attraction of the 3-D image, a sensation at least as vivid

but a relationship between a human perceiver, a technological

more dynamic approach to the term. A virtual image becomes

LEZI E GSQTPI\ VIPEXMSRWLMT XS VITVIWIRXEXMSR “The optical

as its impression of reality. Traditionally a realist image is un-

device and an image which is a product of this interaction.

an image which has power over us, that affects us, often vis-

I\TIVMIRGI XLI] QERYJEGXYVI EVI GPIEVP] HMWNYRGX JVSQ XLI

HIVWXSSHEWERMQEKIXLEXHSIWRƅXWIIQXSFIERMQEKIEXEPP

Instead of simply portraying something, the technological

cerally.

images used in the device. They refer as much to the func-

>IY\MWƅTEMRXMRKSJKVETIWXLEXFMVHWETTEVIRXP]XLMROEVIVIEP

HIZMGI GEYWIW XLI ZMI[IV XS VIƽIGX SR XLMW XVMERKYPEV VIPE-

XMSREPMRXIVEGXMSRSJFSH]ERHQEGLMRIEWXLI]HSXSI\XIVREP

ERHXLIVIJSVIXV]XSIEXWYTTPMIWXLIGPEWWMGI\EQTPIMRSXLIV

tionship. The 3-D image is “about” perception as much as it

SFNIGXWRSQEXXIVLS[ƄZMZMHƅXLIMPPYWMSRƉ 'VEV], p. 132 

words, an illusion. In the totally realist image, there appears

is “about” an emerging sea monster or an archeological ruin.
  7IIQ]IWWE]ƈ1SZMRKXLVSYKL*VMIHFIVKƅW4VSTIVP]EHNYWXIH:MVXYEP;MRHS[ƉMR)H[EVH(MQIRHFIVK IH 8LI1SZMRK)]I*MPQ8IPIZMWMSR
%VGLMXIGXYVI:MWYEP%VXERHXLI1SHIVR 2I[=SVO3\JSVH9RMZIVWMX]4VIWW TT
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%XIGLRSPSKMGEPMQEKIMRXLMWGSRXI\XWIVZIWPIWWEWEQIERW

This temporal dimension to perceiving the 3-D image varies,

than a dialectical interaction. There are not simply two recep-

IZIRI\TPMGMXP]GSQQIVGMEP(ƼPQWGERSTIRYTRI[LEFMXW

of conveying a perfect image of the world and its objects, or

of course, from person to person and as well as from device

tions of the 3-D image but two traditions: the illusionist and

SJZMWMSRERHVIZIEPYRI\TIGXIHHMQIRWMSRWSJXLIGMRIQEI\-

even reproducing human binocular vision, than allowing us to

to device. For instance, I, like Mr. Pitt, in a famous episode

the avant-garde. These traditions differ, but they also inter-

perience. Ken Jacobs put this well in an interview:

I\TIVMIRGITIVGITXMSRMXWIPJEX[SVOƁSVFIXXIVƁEXTPE]

from the TV series 7IMRJIPH, have a great deal of trouble seeing

twine and can fertilise each other.

the autostereogram “Magic Eye” images. At the height of their

- VIGIRXP] WE[ XLI ,EVV] 4SXXIV ƼPQ MR ( 2S[ [I

I want to stress the TPE]of perception in 3-D imagery. By in-

TSTYPEVMX] SRIƅW EFMPMX] XS WII XLMW MPPYWMSR JSWXIVIH GSQTIXM-

The list of modernist artists who have worked with the 3-D

LEZIRƅXOITXYTLEZIRSMHIEEFSYXXLI,EVV]4SXXIV

voking “play I summon up a realm of delight that seems to

tion as much as irritation. Even with devices that seem easy

MQEKIMWVEXLIVPSRKERHGIVXEMRP]HMWXMRKYMWLIH;LMPIXLIWI

WXSV] GSYPHRƅX YRHIVWXERH [LEX TISTPI [IVI HSMRK

have no purpose: the opposite of work, pure delight in move-

to master, a concern remains that I might not VIEPP] be seeing

[SVOW ZEV] IRSVQSYWP] EPP I\TPSVI XLI JEYPX PMRIW [MXLMR XLI

what they were saying, nothing, seemed stupid. But

QIRX&YX-EPWSMRXIRHEQSVIXIGLRMGEPQIERMRKƽI\MFMPMX]

this, that it might just disappear. This causes a certain vertigo

3-D image rather than pursuing a realist/illusionist end. But

the effects that could be done to make the impossi-

as the 3)( puts it, “Esp. in a joint, mechanism, etc.: freedom

about losing purchase on the image. This can be a source of

XLI MRXIVGLERKI FIX[IIR XLIWI I\XVIQIW GER FI JVYMXJYP 3R

ble happen, and the impossible was incredible. The

or room for movement; the space in or through which a thing

frustration and may be a reason certain viewers dislike 3-D

XLI EHZMGI SJ EZERXKEVHI ƼPQQEOIV /IR .EGSFW - [IRX XS

possible and the impossible. They could take the

can or does move.” Play indicates the back-and-forth move-

or complain of headaches. But, unquestionably, the adventure

ERIEVP]-QE\(ƼGXMSRƼPQXEOMRKTPEGIMREWTEGIWXEXMSR

possible, and also take the impossible. Amazing. So,

ment of a joint or lever that keeps a mechanism from becom-

of uncertainty is also part of its attraction. Salvesen quotes

-XLMROMX[EW08LI*MVWX'MX]MR7TEGIJVSQ -WEXFI-

there was something very important about seeing

ing rigid. I relate this not only to the playful surprise that the

EFWXVEGXERMQEXSV3WOEV*MWGLMRKIVƅWGSQQIRXSRZMI[MRKLMW

fore the giant screen wearing a bulky helmet with polarised

that there is that strain in movies, of moving towards

3-D image elicits, but to one of its fundamental aspects which

own stereoscopic paintings:

lenses, enduring the bad acting, silly plotting and wretched

that: asking what’s real#3

is often seen as a failing. I mean the often gradual appear-

HMEPSKYIERH]IXƏEFWSPYXIP]GETXMZEXIHF]XLIJIEXLIVWSR

ance of the 3-D effect, the time it can take for a person to see

-J]SYWLSYPHRSXWYGGIIHEXƼVWXHSRƅXJIIPHMWGSYV-

E GLEVEGXIVƅW GSWXYQI [LMGL VYƿIH WPMKLXP] EW WLI QSZIH

-R  XLI 4YPMX^IV 4VM^I[MRRMRK ƼPQ GVMXMG 6SKIV )FIVX

depth or relief in an image. Salvesen quotes mathematician

aged. Perhaps at another time you will succeed. You

-JIPXEWXLSYKL-[EWWIIMRKGMRIQEJSVXLIƼVWXXMQII\TI-

KVIIXIHXLIVIGIRX ERHRS[ETTEVIRXP]HIEHERHKSRI YT-

Henry Vuibert in his 1912 book of three-dimensional illusions

are only postponing the moment of your discovery

VMIRGMRK XLI TYVI TLIRSQIRSPSK] SJ GMRIQEXMG XI\XYVI ERH

WYVKIMR(JIEXYVIƼPQW[MXLERERKV]HIRYRGMEXMSRIRXMXPIH

0IW %REKP]TLIW KISQIXrMUYIW, instructing readers to have

and joy. You still have it ahead of you. New conclu-

QSZIQIRX-X[EWQ]JVMIRHXLIPEXIQEWXIVEZERXKEVHIƼPQ-

ƈ;L]-,EXI(1SZMIW ERH]SYWLSYPHXSS Ɖ,IGSFFPIHXS-

patience when viewing his illustrations through the red and

sions, ideas, consequences spring out of space

maker Phil Solomon, who told me to see 8VERWJSVQIVW%KI

KIXLIVERYQFIVSJSFNIGXMSRWXSXLIJSVQFSXLXVEHMXMSREP ƈ-X

green glasses he provided:

paintings. 7EPZIWIRT

SJ)\XMRGXMSRMR1MGLEIP&E]ƅWWTIGXEGPIFVSYKLXXSPMJI

GERGVIEXIREYWIEERHLIEHEGLIWƉ ERHIGSRSQMG ƈ8LIEXIVW

XLI ETSGEP]TXMG TSWWMFMPMXMIW SJ WXIVISZMWMSR XLEX 3PMZIV ;IR-

WPETSREWYVGLEVKISJXSƉ ERHEJI[XLEXQMKLX

dell Holmes had described, as the intergalactic Transformers

be called aesthetic, culminating in the claim, “I cannot imagine

demolished the skyscrapers of my hometown Chicago on the

a serious drama, such as 9TMRXLI%MVor 8LI,YVX0SGOIV, in

screen, andTVSZMHIHEGSQTIPPMRKEPPIKSV]JSVXLII\XMRGXMSR

(Ɖ-RHIIH-GSYPHETTP]ERSXLIVSRISJ)FIVXƅWSFNIGXMSRW

Actually, the image does not necessarily appear all at
SRGIXSXLIMRI\TIVMIRGIHSFWIVZIVƏ]SYWXMPPRIIHE
little more patience, you need to apply yourself really

;LEXWSQIZMI[IVWQMKLXI\TIVMIRGIEWEXIGLRMGEPƽE[
Fischinger sees as a source of joy whose postponement
may be as pleasurable as delivery.

to possess the anaglyph; the moment comes you see

(MJJIVMRKVIGITXMSRWSJ(MQEKIWI\MWXGSVVIWTSRHMRKXSHMJ-

of the movie theatre as a way of life. My point here is not to

XS Q] S[R I\TIVMIRGI SJ ( ƈ-X GER FI E HMWXVEGXMSRƉ =IW

it rise and plant itself in front of you; it looks as if you

JIVIRXHIWMVIWERHVIKMQIWSJTPIEWYVI&IX[IIRXLII\XVIQIW

collapse the difference between multi-million-dollar special

(HMHHMWXVEGXQIJVSQXLIWXSVMIWSJXLIWIƼPQW [LMGL[EW

could touch it, grasp it, and follow its contours with

of the “perfect image” of realistic illusions of depth and vol-

IJJIGXWFPSGOFYWXIVWERHXLI[SVOSJƼPQQEOIVW[MXLPMQMXIH

SJXIREFPIWWMRK &IMRKHMWXVEGXIHJVSQXLIHVEQEPIHQIXS

]SYVLERH-XƅWEWXVERKIWXVMOMRKXLMRKXSWII 7EPZI-

ume and the highly imperfect, perpetually transforming play

QIERWI\TERHMRKXLIMVQIHMYQMRXSXLIXLMVHHMQIRWMSR&YX

EHMJJIVIRXIRKEKIQIRX TL]WMGEPEW[IPPEWIQSXMSREP [MXL

WIRT

[MXL SRIƅW TIVGITXMSR XLIVI I\MWXW PIWW E PSKMGEP STTSWMXMSR
  /IR.EGSFW-RXIVZMI[[MXL1MGLIPPI1IR^MIW3GX YRTYFPMWLIH 
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the image. I was not absorbed by an unfolding drama, but

seeming solid world of repression that we ordinarily dwell in ac-

in the spectacle I had just watched. As a devoted cinephile, I

“eternalism”. Through a pattern which alternates frames

was made aware of an intense sensation of a new dimension.

XYEPP]TSWWIWWIWTSMRXWSJI\MXERHIRXV]RSXRSVQEPP]RSXMGIH

WEXMRXLIJVSRXVS[GPSWIXSXLIWGVIIRERHXLIKPEVIVIƽIGXMRK

bearing images with interspersed black leader, Jacobs simul-

off the snow had hit me directly. Since our eyes cannot adjust

taneously dissects and resurrects the frozen motion caught

%RH]IX.EGSFWƅ[SVOHSIWRSXIRXMVIP]GSRXVEHMGXXLIXVEHMXMSR-

separately to light levels, the eye cloaked by the dark piece

in the stereographic pairs of forgotten parlour amusements.

-J(ƅWWYGGIWWMRMQQIVWMRKYWMRWIVMSYWHVEQESVIZIRMR

EPI\TIVMIRGISJ(MQIRWMSREPHITXL3RISJQ]QSWXTS[IVJYP

SJ ƼPQ GEYWIH XLI MVMW SJ Q] SXLIV REOIH ERH I\TSWIH I]I

,MWQIXLSHGEYWIWXLIQXSVSXEXIERHƽMGOIVFIJSVIYWPMOI

XLIVIEPQSJƼGXMSRGERFIHIFEXIH-EQTVSGPEMQMRKMXWTS[-

I\TIVMIRGIWSJ.EGSFWƅ([EWEƼPQLITVSNIGXIHMRXLIPEXI

to open widely. This dilated pupil, open to the onslaught of

shades of the dead condemned to endless repetition in some

IVMREHMJJIVIRXWSVXSJGMRIQE(ƅWVSPIMR[SVOWXLEXJSGYW

1970s under the title, as I recall, 6ILIEVWEPJSVXLI6YWWMER6IZS

VIƽIGXIHPMKLXPIJXQIMRIJJIGXWRS[FPMRHJVSQXLIƼPQ-LEH

photographic Tartarus. Like a blinking eyelid, the black frames

TVIGMWIP]SRSYVTIVGITXMSRXLEXI\TPSVIXLISYXIVVIEGLIWSJ

PYXMSR. He distributed to the audience a small piece of polarised

NYWX[EXGLIH;LIR-PSSOIHEVSYRHQIXLVSYKLXLMWI]IXLI

rhythmically eclipse these images, and open a new dimension

3-D vision by complicating our relation to the effects of depth

ƼPQ ERH E FMX SJ XETI [LMGL [I [IVI WYTTSWIH XS EXXEGLIH

world became suffused with red and barely visible. For the

beyond their seeming stillness. The inherent creativity of the

and solidity. The ambition to reproduce ordinary vision through

over one eye. This primitive device would create a 3-D effect

RI\XLSYVSVWS-[EWXIVVMƼIHXLEX.EGSFWƅƼPQLEHEPXIVIHQ]

human perceptual system leaps into that brief black abyss,

(ƼRHWPMXXPITPEGISRXLIEKIRHESJXLMWGMRIQE/IR.EGSFW

EW XLI WTIGXEXSV [EXGLIH ER EQE^MRK ƼPQ .EGSFW LEH WLSX

vision forever. It LEH – but fortunately not in the way I feared,

and discovers in it the roots of cinematic motion. As Jacobs

stands primary among these artists for both the depth and

of a record snowfall in a housing development in Binghamton,

since that effect slowly wore off after an hour or so. But an

SRGIWEMHXSQIƈMXHSIWRƅX[SVO[MXLSYXXLIƽMGOIVƉ,IHI-

breadth of his treatment of 3-D. Jacobs LEW I\TPSVIH ( IJ-

New York where he taught at the State University. The footage

E[EVIRIWWSJQ]ZMWMSREWERMRXIKVEPIPIQIRXSJXLIƼPQI\-

scribes his transformation of stereograph images this way:

JIGXWJSVEXPIEWXJSYVHIGEHIWI\TIVMQIRXMRK[MXLEVERKISJ

was shot from a moving car gliding past the still virginal snow

perience remains to this day.

HIZMGIWERHQIXLSHW JVSQEREKP]TLXSTSPEVMWEXMSRXSWLYX-

heaped over suburban lawns on a bright sunny day. Simultane-

XIVW]WXIQWERH4YPJVMGLƼPXIVWƁEW[IPPEWLMWS[RTEXIRXIH

ous with this surfeit of the visual, Jacobs played a recording of

Jacobsƅ(MRGPYHIWFSXLWXIVISWGSTMGJSSXEKILILEWWLSX

sit there for easily an hour and watch a movie with

process “eternalism”, which requires no glasses and has trig-

the then best-selling self-help book 8LI7IRWYSYW;SQERde-

of the environment surrounding him, and his own interven-

your eyes moving around within the space. Do you

KIVIHHITXLTIVGITXMSRIZIRMRSRII]IHZMI[IVW 8LITVSPMJ-

scribing the proper technique for fellatio. This vertical montage

tions into images that were shot by others. By subjecting

IZIV PSSO EX XLSWI TMGXYVIW# 3RI GER VSEQ [MXLMR

ic nature of Jacobs” 3-D work over the last two decades will

of sound and image, cradled within the hallucinatory depth of

this found footage to the scalpel of his various 3-D methods,

XLIQ JSV E PSRK XMQI ERH QSZI 7SQIXLMRK -ƅQ XV]-

VIUYMVI EX PIEWX ERSXLIV HIGEHI XS XLSVSYKLP] I\TPSVI IZIV]

a mobile tour of American suburbia, created a total effect I will

he uncovers the hidden pathways that connect our nervous

ing to do is to give them back something of the third

RSSOERHGVERR]SJLMWI\TSWIHYRMZIVWI7S-GERSRP]SJJIVE

RIZIV JSVKIX 8LI XIGLRSPSKMGEP XLMVHHMQIRWMSR I\EKKIVEXIH

W]WXIQW XS GMRIQEƅW WIGVIX PSKMG -R XLI EREXSQ] XLIEXIV SJ

dimensional. I want them to have weight and reality,

few inadequate observations in this essay. Rather than pursu-

by the car careening down the orderly grid of suburban streets,

(V .EGSFW - LEZI [EXGLIH LMQ HMWWIGX RI[WVIIPW SJ ;;--

-HSRƅX[ERXXLIQXSNYWXFIETMGXYVI8LI(IJJIGX

ing greater realism in the image, Jacobs often calls his meth-

seemed to both capture the dream of middle-class life and de-

French porno from the twenties, train rides from the turn

triggers that: it made it real. And at the same time

od “2 and a half D” precisely to accent its difference from the

construct it at the same time. Cinematic depth and movement

of the century, chase farces staged in a New York Studio in

XLEXMXƅWFPEGOERH[LMXIERHWGVEXGLIHERHGSQMRK

GSRZIRXMSREPTYVWYMXSJERMPPYWMSRMWXXLMVHHMQIRWMSR.EGSFWƅ

immersed me in the scene, as I peered through my precarious-

1905, the hilarious doings of vanished comedians, and the

through a media – a real, historical medium. 1IR-

devices include homemade projection systems, which he calls

P]EXXEGLIHJVEQISJƼPQ8LMWPS[FYHKIXHIZMGIXVERWJSVQIH

WYVKMRKGVS[HWSJGMX]WXVIIXWƁEPPƽE]IHERHSTIRIHJVEQI

^MIWT

the Nervous Magic Lantern, generating images and sounds to

XLIƽEXWGVIIRMRJVSRXSJQIMRXSEHIITTSVXEPPIEHMRKXSXLI

by frame to my astonished gaze. Through his intervention,

GVIEXIXLIHIPMKLX ERHWSQIXMQIWXIVVSV XLEXSGGYVW[LIRE

good life and its pleasures, but with an underlying awareness

the unconscious of the cinema has been made to speaks its

0MOIEXSQMGƼWWMSR.EGSFWƅWIVMIW'ETMXEPMWQZIVWYW7PEZIV]

master craftsman plays our perceptual mechanism like a key-

of its fragility.

deepest desires.

'LMPH 0EFSV releases from these frozen images the roar of

EPPS[MRKYWXSI\TIVMIRGISYVQMRHWERHWIRWSVMYQEWXLI]EVI

;LIRXLIWGVIIRMRK[EWSZIVERHXLIPMKLXWGEQIYTMRXLIEY-

Even seemingly innocent stereographs have been brought

the lives of worker-children; or the heat of a sun boiling over

being re-programmed by his work. He demonstrates that the

ditorium, I became brutally aware of my physical participation

to life through the process Jacobs has devised and named

EƼIPHSJGSXXSRTMGOIHF]WPEZIW[LSWIPMZIWFEVIP]QEXXIVIH

;LMGLMWFIXXIV#

But the old stereographs, you just sat there. You can

board. Jacobs deconstructs conventional cinematic images,

12

endless rows of machines consuming, like a modern Moloch,
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other than as the means of production for their owners. The

-[MPPGPSWIQ]VIQEVOWF]FVMIƽ]HMWGYWWMRKE(MQIRWMSREP

we mostly see a constant interlacing and untangling of light-

bounds up and shrinks, dancing, but also chasing after the

VIEPMWQSJ.EGSFƅWXLMVHHMQIRWMSRLEWPMXXPIXSHS[MXLVITVS-

HMKMXEP [SVO XLEX XLI 3TIRIRHIH KVSYT GSRWMWXMRK SJ 1EVG

IXGLIH PMRIW EKEMRWX E HEVO QEXVM\ (S[RMI SRGI HIWGVMFIH

WSYRH[ILIEV.EGSFWƅEYVEP3H]WWI]QSZIWMRXSXLIWYFXIV-

ducing the world the way we see it and everything to do with

(S[RMIERH4EYP/EMWIV QEHIMRGSPPEFSVEXMSR[MXL.EGSFW

what he and Kaiser created as a three-dimensional wire sculp-

ranean depths of the city, where it encounters not only modes

an attempt to deliver the fourth-dimension of sound, called

ture several miles long. Of course, in cinema, space becomes

of transportation, but also the often seraphic music of crowds

9P]WWIWMRXLI7YF[E]completed in 2016. Downie and Kaiser

time, and those miles of sculpture are traversed in motion.

of fellow New Yorkers as they push through, pursuing their

LEZIXEYKLXQIXLI[E]WXLIEVVE]SJHMKMXEPTM\IPWGERGEXGL

This constantly animated three-dimensional entity was pro-

individual missions of purpose or loitering in the in-between.

and transform information, serving both as a tool of analysis

HYGIH F] QERMTYPEXMRK .EGSFWƅ WSYRH XVEGO 8S UYSXI JVSQ

The twisting lines we follow threaten to turn the subway track

QER] MRRSGIRX PMZIW MRGPYHMRK LMW S[R ;EPXIV &IRNEQMR JE-

ERHEQSHISJGVIEXMSR8LIGSQTPI\QYPXMPE]IVIHMQEKIXLEX

XLI3TIRIRHIHKVSYTƅWHIWGVMTXMSR

into a labyrinth, where we might get lost or encounter vora-

mously described the possibilities of new visual media:

a digitalised 3-Dimensional image can provide seems to pen-

turning our received images inside out so that the seamy side
of life lies open to view.
On the cusp of the modern holocaust that would destroy so

3YV FEVW ERH GMX] WXVIIXW SYV SƾGIW ERH JYVRMWLIH

cious monsters. But with the aid of the jaunty step inherent in

IXVEXI XLI ZIV] ƼFVI SJ QEXIVMEPMX] ERH ZMWYEP I\TIVMIRGI WS

;LEX ]SYɸ seeɸ EVI I\XVESVHMREV] HIXEMPIH ERMQEXMSRW

XLI WSYRHXVEGO ERH XLI 3TIRIRHIH KVSYTƅW MQEKIW SJJIVMRK

that the tissues of our eyes and the integuments of objects

XLEXVIƽIGXXLIJEGXXLEXJSVIZIV]XLSJEWIGSRH

ER%VMEHRIƅWXLVIEHEGPYIXSKYMHIYWXLVSYKL[IQEREKIXS
make our way with pleasure. Returning home, Jacobs/Ulyss-

come apart and circulate together, intertwining, and outlining

there are 2000 audio samples recorded. Each frame,

XS GPSWI VIPIRXPIWWP] EVSYRH YW8LIR GEQI XLI ƼPQ

a new sort of space: digital, cybernetic, surely, but also where

XLIRMWFYMPXJVSQXLIWIWSYVGIWɸBuilt: that is,

es emerges from the underground and ascends the laborious

ERHI\TPSHIHXLMWTVMWSR[SVPH[MXLXLIH]REQMXISJ

the human eye and technology meet. The Openended group

constructed in 3D from more than 20 different ways

stairway to his loft home where he is greeted by Penelope

the split second, so that now, we can set off calmly

EGGSQTPMWLXLMWRSXSRP]F]VIJEWLMSRMRK[SVOWSJEVX HERGI

of algorithmically analyzing and visualizing sound.

GYQ&IXX]&SSTEOE*PS/IRƅW[MJIERHGSPPEFSVEXSV;IVIGognise the sonic landscape of domesticity as clearly as we

rooms, our railroad stations and our factories seemed

ƼPQWEQIHMIZEPGLETIPE6SQERWEVGSTLEKYW FYXEPWSI\-

So that while the sound is always pictured accurate-

[I GEPQP] ERH EHZIRXYVSYWP] KS XVEZIPMRK Ə 'PIEV-

ploring the infernal-seeming environments of daily life, as in

P]XLI[E]MXƅWTMGXYVIHGERW[MXGLSREHMQI8LIWI

heard the clamour of the voyage home through urban space.

ly it is another nature which speaks to the camera

XLIMV WIVMIW SJ [SVOW ƼPQIH MR (IXVSMX MR [LMGL EFERHSRIH

switches re-tune your eyes and ears; you perceive the

The wanderer comes home again.

as compared to the eye. Other above all in the sense

industrial spaces, the pavement of streets, and the corridors

world anew.4

that a space informed by human consciousness

that slice through urban space are transformed by digital

SRNSYVRI]WSJEHZIRXYVIEQSRKMXWJEVƽYRKHIFVMW

gives way to a space informed by the unconscious.
&IRNEQMRT
Rather than reproducing our normal eyesight, the processing of the technological image in the hands of someone like

three-dimensional means. 9P]WWIW MR XLI 7YF[E], a work of

XIVVEMRERHTEXL[E]WSJXLIIZIV]HE]#8LI(MQIRWMSREPER-

collaboration among Jacobs, Downie and Kaiser, began with

an image, while imaging scenes corresponding to the com-

imated line that not only traces the route but also transcribes

an audio work by Jacobs, a recording of a journey he took,

TPI\ WSYRHWGETI [I LIEV  WOIXGLIW E QSHIVR 3H]WWI] VI-

its energy and sound, allows us to hear and see the mysteries

largely on the subway, from midtown Manhattan to his down-

GEPPMRK0ISTSPH&PSSQƅW[EPOXLVSYKL(YFPMR&YX[IHSRƅXSRP]

that lurk around the edge of every image, beyond the borders

town loft.

move along this visual artifact of interlacing lines; the pattern

of every frame. Our whole perceptual mechanism, mind and

Jacobs offers us something else, another way of seeing, and
I\TSWIW XLI TSWWMFMPMX] SJ E HMJJIVIRX [SVPH .EGSFWƅ [SVO
opens the space between spaces, inserts an awareness of

;LEXSH]WWI]LEZI[IFIIRXVEGMRKLIVIXLVSYKLXLIJEQMPMEV
8LMWVEHMGEPVIEVVERKIQIRXSJXLIWIRWIW WIIMRKWSYRHEW

MXWIPJ QSZIW MRWXMRGX [MXL PMJI VIWTSRHMRK GSRWXERXP] FYX MR

eye, dwells in the space between successive frames, holding

Jacobs tasked Kaiser and Downie with a seemingly impossi-

SJXIRYRTVIHMGXEFPI[E]W XSXLIWSYRHW[IEVILIEVMRK8LMW

it all together – or stretching it as far as it can go. Instead
of a familiar predictable plotted space, we travel in a realm

ble request: to render sound visible, without being representa-

is not simply a converging line of sight leading us into per-

SYV VSPI MRXS XLI WIIQMRKP] XVERUYMP ƽS[ SJ ƼPQ JVEQIW &I-

tional – and in 3-D to boot. The visual aspect of this piece is

spectival depth. It vibrates and recoils, moves towards us and

whose only limits are our openness to the world and to our

tween each burst of cinematic light occurs the darkness of

primarily abstract, with brief quotations from more tradition

E[E]PIETWMRHMJJIVIRXVL]XLQWGSMPWMRRI[GSRƼKYVEXMSRW

own vision and hearing. The images and sounds produce an

XLIƽMGOIVERHMRXLEXHEVORIWWFSXLHVIEQWERHRMKLXQEVIW

QSXMSR TMGXYVIW WSYVGIW E  ƼPQ SJ XLI 2I[ =SVO WYF-

are born.

way, and snippets from a Betty Boop cartoon. On the screen
  6IXVMIZIHJVSQLXXTSTIRIRHIHKVSYTGSQEVX[SVOWYP]WWIWLXQP
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YPXMQEXIWTEGIJSVTPE][LIVI[IGERHMWGSZIVLS[YRI\TIGX-

Shield,6   8LI:MVXYEP /I]-HIEW . London: Routledge.

ed the familiar everyday can be.

Kindle edition Taylor & Francis e-library.
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